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Avenger Wrath is the story of a Hog Driver and his ride during the War in Afghanistan, operating out

of Bagram Airbase with the beautiful, if deadly Afghan Mountain range as a backdrop. The A-10 saw

almost constant use in Afghanistan, proving itself yet again, as formidable and capable weapons

platform. This revised and updated version of the book, has become more poignant as the F-35 has

the chance to prove that it can take on the A-10s role. The A-10 is due to stay in service until at

least 2022, with life extension, maybe until 2040.Fitted with the GAU-8 Avenger a 30mm cannon,

designed to cut through tank armour was found to be just as good at tearing through the thick mud

walls of compounds were the Taliban often took refuge in to mount ambushes on coalition troops. It

has survivability like no other aircraft currently in operation and has brought its pilot back in a state

that would have caused other aircraft to have crashed. Follow this high-octane story based on real

operations and get an exciting insight into an amazing aircraft.Note: This title has become the victim

of malicious reviews
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Many factual mistakes, for example, the tower does not tell a pilot to take off, the pilot, when ready,



requests a take off clearance. A crashing plane is not "careering" down the runway, it may be

"careening". I could go on with similar mistakes. Oh, and the poor narrative is evident on each and

every page.

A Great Airlplane - fairly good write up about it.

Great story but numerous grammatical and spelling errors. Need some editing. However, I enjoyed

the read. I really enjoy reading about the Hog.

This book is full of disjointed sentences and poor grammar. Paragraphs do not flow into one another

and in places are quite repetitive. As a fan of the A10 to say I was disappointed with this book would

be an understatement- clearly no effort was put into proof reading. Save your money and buy

something- anything- else!

Interesting but novel like in nature. I agree in the need for such an aircraft. I don't think the

replacement is up to the task

Great quality and fast shipping!

Too much on IEDs and not enough on the subject. Pray the morons and lawyers in the Pentagon do

not get their way and kill off this perfect CAS weapon.

This book is a great microcosm of RAF life through the ages and through many pilots eyes. Story's

written that may not have been funny at the time but looking back you did what. Story's that show

the difference between the officer class that got there because of breeding and those who worked

up the hard way. The stupidity of polatitions dealing in something they have no ideas about. This

book is a no holds barred jolly good read. It shows what can be done by the skilled in what could be

called an impossible position to achieve a successful outcome.
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